DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
The loss of the Sudeten territories had long been unavoidable,
nor was it desirable that it should be avoided.
This, apparently, was the view of the British Government, since
the British Government acted in this spirit. Then why was the
suggestion officially repudiated on September 7th, when it was
first launched by T/ie Times'} Why was Bencsh persistently misled?
If you search for motives, after all that has happened, you are
driven to suspect depths of callous cynicism hitherto beyond
imagination.
I am not proud of Munich, nor of the part that England played
there. But France! France, who was strictly bound by treaty,
whose darling child was Czechoslovakia, who would have foamed
at the mouth if Czechoslovakia had made a bid for Hitler's
favour!
No words can fit the betrayal When I lived in Prague, in that
grey and discontented winter that followed Munich, I saw Czech
playgoers break into loud applause when* on the stage, a German
peasant in one of Romain Rolland's plays called his French cap-
tors * You swine*. I heard Czech soldiers singing bitter songs about
the trollop, Francie, who betrayed them when they marched off to
war. The officers of the French Military Mission, which had been
in Czechoslovakia for twenty years, since the birth of the Republic,
were folding their tents and stealing away as silently as any Arabs.
The French Legation was receiving sackfuls of trinkets with green-
red and green-yellow ribbons — Croix de Guerre, Medailles
Militaires.
Where is your French tact? [wrote Pavel ViMmsky in
PHtomnosi] Keep your hollow compliments* We Czechs are
no bushmen. We do not need your polite confirmation of
the fact that we behaved as civilized people. Not one
French Minister resigned, not one French patriot rose in
Parliament to speak for us save de KerilUs, Your Paris Soir,
a newspaper with a circulation of $,000,000 copies, has opened
a subscription for *a national gift to the creator of the peace*.
Our *holy sacrifice' has not been worth 250,000 francs to
France, There is only intoxicated enthusiasm for the
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